Where minds meet.

AVAILABLE IN
THREE SIZES
55" | 65" | 75"

Half whiteboard, half Ultra HD display
kapp iQ is half whiteboard, half Ultra HD display. When it’s time to brainstorm, grab a digital
pen and start writing like you would on any whiteboard. You can share your notes as you
go worldwide – and the world can write you back. When you’re ready to present, switch to
display mode with a tap. You can show all kinds of media in stunning Ultra HD resolution.

Key Features
Ultra HD Display

Contribute from anywhere

kapp iQ ﬁts all sorts of spaces.
Show presentations, videos and
anything else you can display on
your laptop on your kapp iQ in
sharp Ultra HD resolution.

Writing on your kapp iQ with digital
pens is as easy as paper. Anyone you
invite can see and contribute to your
kapp iQ using their phones, tablets
and PCs from anywhere.

Share your notes as you go with up to 250 people worldwide.

Save and organize
notes on your devices.

Continue any whiteboard
sessions where you left off.

Touch. Write. Swipe. Control
kapp iQ with your hands.

Plug in. Start writing.
Easy set-up.

Send session notes as
PDFs or JPEGs.

Protect sensitive work with
encrypted connections.

Powered by kapp app
Get the kapp app and Start writing. The group
connect your device to follows and contributes
to kapp iQ on phones,
your kapp iQ.
tablets and PCs.

Authorized reseller:

Send invite with
web address.

Tap to save notes,
erase and repeat.

Email notes when
you’re done.

Continue any session
where you left off.
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